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To affirm means “to make firm”. An affirmation is a strong, positive
statement that something is already so. It is a way of “making firm” that
which you are imagining (Shakti Gawain). Affirmations can be used to
overcome negative thoughts, habits, and self-sabotage. 

About Affirmations

Doing Affirmations
Spoken aloud, repeated often, and combined with meditative prayer
and journaling, affirmations can help build a positive mindset. This is
a tool in creating a life you love.

1: Word your affirmation in the present tense- bring it in from the
future. It's vital to state your desire as if it already is. For e.g., replace
the goal “I want to have an amazing new career” with “I now have an
amazing new career”. This is not lying to oneself, rather it is faith -
recognizing that everything is created first in the thoughts & spoken
word & then it becomes external reality. 

2: Word your affirmation in the most positive terms. State firmly what
you do want, not what you do not want. For e.g., replace, “I am no
longer broke” with, “I now have more than enough money to meet all
my needs all the time”. 

3: Keep your affirmation short, simple, and succinct. Use a clear
statement backed by a strong feeling. The strong feeling makes a
stronger more positive impression on your mindset. For e.g., "I let
God juggle the situation".
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Chapter 1

Chapter 4

What God has done for others, He now does for me and more.
 

The walls of lack and delay now crumble away, and I enter my

Promised Land, under grace.

Chapter 2

The unexpected happens, my seemingly impossible good now comes

to pass.

Chapter 3

My lamps are now filled with the oil of faith and fulfillment.

God cannot fail, for “His ways are ingenious, his methods are sure.”

 

I expect the unexpected, my glorious good now comes to pass.
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Chapter 5

  The long arm of God reaches out over people and conditions,

controlling the situation and protecting my interests.

The dollar (_) is blessed and returns a thousand dollars (_).

Now is the appointed time; today is the day of my amazing good

fortune.

Chapter 6
I  let God juggle the situation.

 

I am divinely led, I follow the right fork in the road; 

God makes a way where there is no way.

Chapter 7
I go forward!

 

My supply comes from God, and big happy financial surprises

come to me, under grace, in perfect ways.
 

The waters of my Red Sea part, and I pass over on dry land, 

I now go forward into my Promised Land.
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Chapter 9

I am the daughter of the King. My rich Father now pours out

His abundance upon me. 

I am the daughter of the King! Everything makes a way for me.

 

Let us now attach ourselves to God and have peace. For He

shall be our gold, our silver, and our riches.

Chapter 10

The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall never want.

Chapter 8

None of these things move me.

or

None of these things disturb me.
 

Every plant my Father in heaven has not planted shall be rooted up.
 

The ground I am on is holy ground. I now expand rapidly into the divine

plan of my life, where all conditions are permanently perfect.
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Chapter 13

The genius within me is released. I now fulfill my destiny.

Chapter 14

Nothing can hinder, nothing can delay the manifestation of the

divine plan of my life.
 

The light of light streams on my pathway, revealing the Open

Road of Fulfillment!

Chapter 12
Awake thou that sleepeth and catch up with your good!

 

I now catch up with my good, for before I called I was answered.

Chapter 11
God's ways are ingenious, His methods are sure.

 

What *He has given, cannot be diminished.
 

Remember, now is the appointed time! Today is the day! And your

good can happen overnight.
 

I look with wonder at that which is before me.



Notes
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Your Top 3 Affirmations
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 Affirmation:

GOAL 1:

 Affirmation

GOAL 2: 

 Affirmation

GOAL 3: 



Book that call now
Do you have burning questions? Or someone to help you work out those
tough decisions and get a plan of action together? 
Get your free 20-minute consultation! 
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Follow us on social media for updates on what's happening at Dr Flo's
Place; motivational posts, support groups, helpful tips, live interviews
with experts, and free resources. Share your journey and connect with
fellow queens like you. 

A Japan-based medical doctor and scientist by
training, and a mom and avid supporter of women
by heart, Dr Flo’s mission is to help women thrive
as Queens after surviving toxic life experiences.

Next Steps

About Dr Flo

About Dr Flo's Place

Connect with us, we're social!

Book Now

"Dr Flo's Place offers resources to help women move from surviving to
Thriving as Queens™ after surviving toxic life experiences. Recovery after
toxicity does not have to stop at surviving. Women can go on to own their
power, thrive, and create a life they love.

Learn More

https://www.facebook.com/drflosplace/
https://www.instagram.com/drflosplace/
https://calendly.com/drflosplace/timewithdrflo-free
https://www.drflosplace.org/

